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1969 super cobra jet mustang for sale

The Ford Mustang 428 Super Cobra Jet was built on December 26, 1968 and sold by Dave Seaverson Ford in Albert Leia, Minnesota. According to the previous owner, the car was restored in 2001 using original replacement parts or right at any American Mustang club. Finished in blue Acapulco over the black klarion inner knitted, this example is by the 428ci Ram Air V8, which sends power to 3.91
stretching the rear end luke through a near 4-speed manual transmission ratio. Additional options include drag pack and AM radio along with front power disc brakes. Documents of different periods can be seen in the gallery below, and this Mustang is now up for sale with a Marty report, a copy of the original window label, and a clean North Carolina title provided in the name of the seller. The car was
refurbished in 2001, and the work included a re-paint in the original blue Acapulco with gold stripes. This example was commissioned with a matte black hood and Ram Air unit labeled Cobra Jet as seen in the photos. Factory-style hood pins are installed. Silver steel wheels have adaptive hubcaps and are fitted with Polyglass Godier tires, with matching tires present in the trunk. The car was reportedly
shown at the American Mustang Concors Club trailer-driven category. Mach 1 bucket seats are trimmed back above in a black clarion knitted vinyl with red stripes and matching floor coverings. The Wood Dash and Console Center keep am radio optional, clock, and other gauges. 65k miles are shown on the odometer, with documents provided from previous owners reporting the number confirmation as
accurate. The power comes from the R code 428ci Ram Air V8, which was fitted with oil coolers, cap screw connecting rods, modified lame, and more as part of the drag pack in an attempt to increase durability away in the top minutes. A near-4-speed manual transfer sends power to the back end of the optional stretch-luke of 3.91, and some service records are said to be included in the sale. Numerous
photos below the abortion have provided details of chassis status and suspension components. The car was chosen with a power disc brake. A copy of the original window label is included in, showing the options and the total original price is $4,047.28. Marty's report confirms the options and shows that 6,473 vehicles were ordered with this engine/transmission combination. Writing from the previous owner
is included in the sale and shown in the gallery below, detailing the work done along with other information. Course information guide to drag packs can also be seen below. You are not connected to real-time updates. Trying to connect. Bay updates can't be connected in your time. Missed updates will be sent once your connection has been restored. Bay updates can't be connected in your time. Missed
updates will be sent once your connection has been restored. Bay updates can't be connected in your time. Missed updates Be sent once your connection has been restored. Reconnected! Checking for missed updates... This is the special order of the 1969 Mustang Mach 1 R Code 428 Super Cobra Jet, with about 35,421 main miles. The Mustang is very rare and collected. Originally made April 30th,
1969, it was restored in 2006 and kept continuously in a temperature control environment. In... Read more Facebook Twitter Google + Pinterest This is the special order of the 1969 Mustang Mach 1 R Code 428 Super Cobra Jet, with about 35,421 main miles. The Mustang is very rare and collected. Originally made April 30th, 1969, it was restored in 2006 and kept continuously in a temperature control
environment. During the restoration, the main engine was professionally restored to the factory specifications. All powertrin components are also main: dieraghi, oil cooler, shaker assembly, heat shield, s pipe, smog equipment and exhaust manix, and the main transmission has been restored. The engine has all the correct SCJ parts including harmonic alignment, counter weight, cylinder head, piston,
lame, and connecting rods. It's a rare 69 Mach 1 runs, handles and performs as if it were new. It is equipped with the following options; 4. Speed transmission ratio close, 428 SCJ drag pack with W code 4.30:1 stretch-Lok rear diffal, shaker hood, power steering, front power disc brake, and AM radio. It is one of several SCJ Mach 1 with factory power steering and disc brake power. Jade's original exterior is
a silver color that is in excellent condition. Bright trim, glass, interior trim and upholstery are also very good. It requires nothing to be a very good weekend game, as well as winning local shows. This Mach 1 has unique proof! It is part of a group of four Mach 1 at the same behest as the seller as special promotion, and shipped directly to Thompson Raceway in Thompson, Ohio (documents note in the Marty
report.). There were a total of 1,026 Mustang Sportserov produced in 1969 equipped with code W 428 SCJ / 4.30 rear color combinations, many of which were not Mach 1s. The current market value for a #2 Mach 1 Super Cobra Jet is $139,500 (Source CPI Sept-Oct 2018). Own this one for much less! This rare 1969 Mach 1 R SCJ code is located in Colorado and is available for pre-purchase inspection
by appointment. Mach's body style 1 Super Cobrajt Engine N/Transmission Manual External N/Inner N/Mile N/Stock #50445 VIN#N/Power Disc Brake – Front-only command power Facebook Twitter Google + Pinterest Ford Mustang was successfully introduced in April 1964 as a sports car horse to attract younger buyers to Ford products. After several years of development, Ford saw the need to create
dramatic Mustangs to compete with some of its more athletic rivals. Introduced in August 1968 as a package for the 1969 model year, the Ford Mustang Mach was 1 The option package was designed to do just that, and it did so brilliantly. The title Mach 1 adorned the performance-oriented Mustang offerings until the original retirement of the title in 1978. But given the widespread success that Ford re-
introduced the Mach program in 2003 as a high-performance version of the SN95 platform, and due to the extraordinary design features of the Model 69, many of its traits were over-shipped and integrated into the new design. Fitted with a rare asses of extras, this example was provided in 1969 of the highly sought-after 428 Super Cobra Jets, one of only 5 built and with a clean drag of 3.91 stretch lock
rear end option. The 428 Super Cobra Jets and The Boss 429 or 302 are the rarest early Mustangs. This two-step example has been sprayed to a very high standard and finished at the Black Jade Metallic factory, the finish is fantastic. The 428 Super Cobra Jets and The Boss 429 or 302 are the rarest Mustangs of 1969. This particular example ended in a double stage recolor at the Metallic Black Jade
factory. It imposes a blackout hood and SCJ Ram Air Shaker Hood Scope hidden monsters below, its factory 428/335HP V-8 engine and original 4 speed manual transmission. Fitted with extremely rare factory power steering and front disc brakes, motors, fuselages, chassis, internal transmission and paint are all described in excellent condition and special mention goes to mint dashboards, carpets and
door panels. Equipped with a factory of 428 cu/335HP V-8 engines and 4-speed manual transmission and even fitted with extremely rare factory power steering, front brake, watch and AM radio. Fitted with its factory chrome wheels and radial rubber bias white letter, this rare Super Cobra jet does nothing but impress. For anyone looking to enjoy some relaxing high-speed cruising, or perhaps experience
more aggressive route days, this car fits the bill for both and does it in style. Ausgerüstet mit seinen Fabrik-Chromrädern und vorgespannten ausstrahlenden Reifen, macht dieser seltene Super Cobra Jet einen mächtigen Eindruck. Für jeden der einige entspannte Hochgeschwindigkeitsfahrten genießen möchte, oder vielleicht eine wildere Trackfahrt erleben will, ist dieses Auto egal für welche Option
geeignet – undzwar mit Stil! Next Lot Inquiry » Financial rate as low as 5.9%. We know that classic car financing can create a unique challenge. Although a vintage or exotic car can be a great investment, some financial institutions attempt to enforce standard used car rules to finance a classic car, which in many cases can make it difficult to pass a loan. We work closely with many banking institutions that
understand and recognize the value of collecting classic cars and see them as an investment, which allows us to help you get the financing you need so that you can have the car you dream of. Conditions available for up to 144 months if you have any questions, feel free to contact us, (314)291-7000 or Financing the car * Rates vary depending on the year of the car, the duration and credit score. Score.
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